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I. Overview 
This is the second of a pair of projects to A IT Global Infonnation Solutions (fonnerly NCR 
Corporation) for the establishment of a joint A IT/Geotgia Tech usability analysis laboratory. This 
particular project involved funds only for the support of undergraduate Georgia Tech students to 
staff the laboratory. A joint project involved additional funds for the support of Georgia Tech 
graduate research associate to manage the laboratory. The current funiling for this project is coming 
from a single, ongoing, grant from A IT. 
2. Progress 
The usability analysis laboratory was established at the NCR Human lnterface Technology Center 
in Atlanta, one block from the Georgia Tech campus. During the period of the present project, we 
moved our operation to the Manufacturing Research Center (MaRC) building on campus. A 
Graduate Research Associate (ORA) from the Center for Human-Machine Systems Research, 
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering (Ms. Amy Bisantz) was hired to supervise the 
functions of the laboratory on a day-to-day basis, and to perfonn a long-tenn research project on 
usability issues in retail environments. Professor Alex Kirlik from Georgia Tech provided high 
level supervision and coordination with A IT personnel. A IT provided training for the ORA and 
the necessary laboratory equipment. 
The laboratory is currently in operation staffed by Ms. Bisantz, Ms. Christy Ruberti (an A IT 
employee), and Georgia Tech undergraduate students and is currently involved in a number of 
projects involving data collection, reduction, and analysis. 
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